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Supporting Architecture

Standardized
Structures

Théodore Chassériau, ca. 1850
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FRBR: Group 1 Classes: Work, Expression, Manifestation, Standardized
Structures
Item
Attributes such as
Title
Form
Intended audience
Attributes such as
Title
Date
Language
Attributes such as
Physical medium
Publisher
Identifier (ISBN etc.)
Attributes such as
Item identifier
Provenance
Access restrictions
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Common Data Model (CDM)
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Standardized
Structures

Evolutionary metadata / legislative lifecycle
n Currently at the core of PreLex and TransJAI
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Standardized
Structures

ACC legisl. activit.

ACI legisl. activit.

AVC legisl. activit.

CNB legisl. activit.

CNS legisl. activit.

COS legisl. activit.

DEX legisl. activit.

Standardized
Structures

Commission

Class2

AbC of re-examined proposal

parliament

INI legisl. activit.

SYN legisl. activit.

NLE legisl. activit.

APP legisl. activit.

CNC legisl. activit.

PRT legisl. activit.

agent

Class already described

*

AbC of amended proposal

-adressed by
-initiated by

*

-initiates

-initiates
IMM legisl. activit.

-initiated by

CDM

COD legisl. activit.

Class1
inherit from
Class2

Class1

*

-initiates

*

Commiss legisl. activit.

addendum

-initiated by

*

*

Activity

Legislative activity

-adresses
*

*

Parliament legisl. activity

Legislative activity
Adoption by com.

AoC dec on common pos

*
-is part of
*

-contains

Temporal entities

*

-is part of

*

-contains

Adoption by parliament

Stand-alone dossier

Legislative procedure

AoC opin. on EP amend. on 2 read.

No EP opinion at 2nd reading

Adoption of act by com

-title
-year of procedure
-procedure nbr
-procedure type

Legislative dossier

Committee of the regions
Council

period
Legal resource

event
*

-based on
*

-involved in
*

agent

-is about

-is located in

-involves

*

Non legislat. proc

-is basis of

-title
-year of procedure
-procedure nbr
-procedure type

Legal resource

*

*
*

-is location of

-is subject of

*

*

No adopt. by council
*

-initiates

-initiates

*

Legislative activity

-initiated by

*
*

CotR legilat. activity

-initiated by

Council agreement

-contains
Council legislative activity

Directory code concept

Case law concept

-is part of

Administrative unit
Other manifest.

Manifest. of print publi

Digital object

adoption com pos by Council
*

-digital format of manifest

Agreem. on council com. pos
region
Partial adop. by council

Eurovoc concept

Country

Relates

Treaty

Is related
-is about of

te
ea

*

Legal resource
*
*

Language

-implements

*

-modified by
-implemented by

Institution

Work

-is consolidated by *

*

Consolidated Act

-consolidates
-is consolidated by

-Consleg couche
-Consleg file
-Consleg ref

*

*

-consolidates

Non-opp. to notif. concentr.

-is interpreted by
*

*
*

*

Agreem. Other

-deposed by

-delivers

-is about
*
-is subject of

-adresses
Organization

-adressed by

-is about

-Is contained

*

*

*

-belongs to

-Contains

*

OJC: Other

OJL: other

legal resource

-commented by
*
-delivered by
*
*

*
*

Guideline ECB

*

Legal resource

*

*

Legislative discussion

*

-defended by

-Repertoire
-Type of procedure
-National judg
-Related journ. article
-Nbr of cited doc
-judgement number

-affects

Rules of proc.

Budget

*

Case Law

-interprets

-affected by

*

Internat. agreem.
Written Qst

Advocate gal

*
Agreem. with non-MS

*

Case Law concept

Parliam. question
Act of body cr. Int agrem

-delivers
Judge

Act of a parlia body cr intrn agreem

Oral Qst

*

*
-is subject of

-Date of debate
-Nbr of session
-Date of reply
-Type of reply
-Comment on reply
-Political affiliation
-Nationality of mep
-Parliam. term

Directory code concept

*

Qst at Qst time

-Contains

*

-Is part of

Third party proceedings

Legal article

-contains

Court opinion

-Article nbr

legislative procedure

Court ruling

Legal resource

*
EFTA info & comm

Judgement

Case law
Court Order

EFTA intern. agreem.

Official Journal C series
EFTA pend. court case
Other EFTA doc

Court seizure

EFTA doc

Person

Decl. of Parl. Counc. & Commi.

Opinion Advocate gal

Recommend. of the ESCS
Legal resource
Doc of EFTA court

Act of EFTA Surv. Auth.

-contains

Act of EFTA Stand Comit
*

Preparatory act
-ID COM

legal fragment

Legal resource

*

-fragment identifier
-is part of

Complementary legislation
legislat. preparatory act

Agremt betw. MS
commission legislat. proposal
-id com
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christophe.mignot@publications.europa.eu
Date de production : 25 mai 2010

Legislative activity

CFSP

*
Doc. Collect.

Counc. resolution

*

-deposes

Agent

-comments

by

-Celex ID
-Sector ID
-Year of LR
-Celex nbr
-Celex seq nbr
-Type of Legal Resource
-Doc ID
-Obsolete Doc ID
-Type of Legal Resource
-Date of entry into force
-Type of entry into force
-Comment on entry into force
-Date of end of validity
-Comment on end of validity
-Date of deadline
-Comment on deadline date
-Date of signature
-Place of signature
-Date of vote
-Date of dispatch
-Comment on Date of Dispatch
-Date of opinion request : Date
-Comment on date of opinion request
-In force : Boolean
-Comment of created bodies
-Subject matter
-Opinion of EESC

ed

*

Secondary legisl.
Decision

er

*

Regulation

-based on

liv

Language

-requests
-defends

e
-d

-used origin. by
-uses origin

Consolid. Vers.

-requested by

*

ECSC Decision

-basis for

Directive

*
*

*
Legal Resource

-adresses
Collection

*

Non-opp. to notif. joint vent.
-adressed by

-adresses
-is created by

-Creates

-Date of transposition
-Comment on date of transposition
-Date of notification
-Misc. info

-modifies
Textual real.

*

Is explained Explains

Court of Justice judgment
*

Secondary legislation

-used by
-belongs to
1

-is based on

Nat. implem. measures

1
-has

Recommend. of the E. Comm.

-Legal basis comment

*

*

cr

-Title
-Add. info on title

*

*

*
*

Expression
-has

Work
-Formal Id
-Public date
-Title
-Date
-Comment on date

d

Is part of

-is

-adressed by

-Creates

Contains *

*

-implemented by

Police & judic. coop. in Crim. Matters

Legal basis

*

*

-belongs to

Cites Is Cited

*

Court of justice legilat. activity

-basis for

-uses

Organisation

Agent

Legislative activity

*
-manifested by

*

*

-initiates
-initiated by

Local authority

*

-is subjectf of

Subject

Court of justice

Lack EESC and
ECB legislative
activity

-implements
Manifestation

-manifests

*

Formal adop. by council

Commiss. proposal codified regulation

EP legislative resolution

Decis. of MS represent.

Others acts in OJ C

Others acts in OJ L

Opinion

Official Journal C series: Other

Transmission of document
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Standardized
Codes

Metadata codes
" Descriptive metadata can be free text | coded
free text
" <title>Evaluation under REACH</title>
" <title>Оценката съгласно REACH</title>
coded values
" <OJ_AUTHOR>CS</OJ_AUTHOR>
" < AU>CONS</AU>
" <710>CSU</710>

(OJ)
(Eur-Lex)
(General publications)

In this last example
► the meta names are different in the various production pillars
► different codes are used for the same Institution for various
labels “Council of the European Union” | “Council”
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Descriptive metadata – Current situation
"
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Standardized
Codes

The ATTO (Atelier for translation tables in the Office)
" is used for two systems (EUR-Lex, EU-Bookshop)
" provides translations for a given code
" contains only a list of codes without any management feature

Code *

English

français

OPOCE

Office for Official
Office des publications
Publications of the European officielles des
Communities
Communautés européennes

OPEU

Publications Office of the
European Union

Office des publications de
l’Union européenne

OPL

Publications Office

Office des publications

* Code might be different from acronyms and is unique
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… LV

Dublin Core metadata element set (1)
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11/19
Standardized
Codes

DC Element *

OP Element

Nature

Mandatory |
Optional

01 Title

Title

Free text

Mandatory

02 Creator

Corporate | Person

Coded

Mandatory

03 Language

Language

Coded

Mandatory

04 Date

Date(s)

Formatted

Mandatory

05 Type

Resource type

Coded

Mandatory

06 Format

Resource format

Coded

Optional

07 Publisher

OP by default

Coded

N/A

08 Identifier

Identifier + URL |
URI

Formatted

Mandatory

* http://dublincore.org/documents/dces/

Dublin Core metadata element set (2)
DC Element

OP element

Nature
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Standardized
Codes
Mandatory

09 Description

Abstract | Summary

Free text

Optional

10 Contributor

Corporate + Person

Coded

Optional

11 Subject

Thesaurus |
Classifications

Coded

Mandatory

12 Source

Original work

Link

Optional

13 Relation

Links in granularity |
versioning

Link

Optional

14 Coverage

Country, places,
events

Coded |
formatted

Optional

15 Rights

Copyright

Free text | coded

Optional

16 Audience

Target audience

Coded

Optional
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| Optional

Common Authority Tables (CAT) – September 2010
Common Authority Tables

Source
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Standardized
Codes

LANGUAGES (ISO 639/1, 639/2B|T, 639/3)

ISO

COUNTRIES (ISO 3166/1-α2 and α3, 3166/3)

ISO

NTU (incl. NUTS and ISO 3166-2)

ISO + UNO + Eurostat

CURRENCIES (ISO 4217)

ISO

CORPORATE AUTHORS (EU organizations responsible for
making the resource)

Various internal
sources

PERSONAL AUTHORS (involved in the legislative process)

EurLex + PreLex

ROLES

LC + EurLex + Prelex

PLACES (locations, towns)

UN-LOCODE

RESOURCE FORMAT (incl. dimensions)

ONIX + IANA

RESOURCE TYPES (categories of resources)

Internal sources

TARGET AUDIENCES

ONIX

Etc.
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stable version

in progress

to be started

Common Authority Tables (CAT)
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14/19
Standardized
Codes

"

Analyse the set of data

"

Harmonisation

"

Feed-back to and from the Units

"

Discussions for the schema

"

Set up the schema, tests with the set of data, review the
schema, if necessary, after the tests

"

Documentation

"

Check the quality | improve the data

"

IssuesLog

"

LessonsLearned

"

Export the data in HTML with the associated documentation

"

Highlight report

Results of the Common Authority Tables
"
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Standardized
Codes

The results of the work and some figures:
" Languages: more than 5,000 codes have been analysed and
mapped (across 7 systems) and the related labels in 23 official
languages
" Countries: more than 2,000 codes have been analysed and mapped
(across 4 systems) and the related labels
" Currencies: more than 600 codes have been analysed and the
related labels , for the time being, in 3 languages (German,
English, French)
" NTU: includes the NUTS (Eurostat) and their relationship to the ISO
3166-2 standard for territorial units and Eurovoc regions of Europe
Deadline: December 2010 for all tables in a stable version.
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Linked Open Data

Linked Open Data

URIs
RDF
Links
Microformats
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http://linkeddata.org/

Linked Open Data

Linked Open Data

1. Use URIs as names for things
2. Use HTTP URIs so that people can look
up those names.
3. Provide useful information, using
semantic web standards (RDF, SPARQL)
4. Include links to other URIs
5. Free to use, reuse, and redistribute
Based on Tim Berners-Lee: Linked Data with
http://www.opendefinition.org
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Open Data

Linked Open Data

A piece of knowledge is open if
you are free to use, reuse, and
redistribute it subject only, at most,
to the requirement to attribute and
share-alike.
http://www.opendefinition.org/
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Linked Open Data

Ontology
A formal representation of the knowledge
by a set of concepts within a domain and
the relationships between those concepts
(Wikipedia)
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Supporting
Architecture

Target Content and Metadata Layer
Common Portal
EUR-Lex

EU
Bookshop

TED

CORDIS

Common search service

Index and
Search

Common indexes

Archive
Long term
preservation

Common Metadata
Repository

Common Content Repository

(CCR)

(CMR)

Validation

Official
publications
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Tendering
documents

Metadata production

General
publications

Portal

CORDIS

External
sources

Content
and
Metadata
=
CELLAR
Postproduction

Production

By Peter Schmitz (OP C1)

CELLAR – Content and Metadata

Access services

Supporting
Architecture

Delivery services
Dissemination
layer

Extraction, transformation and packaging

Publishing

Instance metadata (decoded)

CCR
structure

Transformation
rules

Ontologies
Multilingual
thesaurus

Translation
tables
Reference
tables

Definition
layer

Reference

Content storage

Metadata storage
Data layer

Content reception
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Metadata reception

By Peter Schmitz

CMR – Common metadata repository

Instance metadata (decoded)

Supporting
Architecture

Dissemination
layer

Publishing

Replication

C
M
R

Structural metadata
Ontologies

Multilingual
thesaurus

Permissible values
Reference
tables

Translation
tables

Definition layer

Reference

Instance metadata (coded, versioned)
Data layer
Metadata reception
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From Peter Schmitz

Conclusions

Questions ?

Thank you!
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